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Abstract. New variations on the application of the passive-aggressive algorithm
to statistical machine translation are developed and compared to previously ex-
isting approaches. In online adaptation, the system needs to adapt to real-world
changing scenarios, where training and tuning only take place when the system
is set-up for the first time. Post-edit information, as described by a given quality
measure, is used as valuable feedback within the passive-aggressive framework,
adapting the statistical models on-line. First, by modifying the translation model
parameters, and alternatively, by adapting the scaling factors present in state-
of-the-art SMT systems. Experimental results show improvements in translation
quality by allowing the system to learn on a sentence-by-sentence basis.
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1 Introduction
Online passive-aggressive (PA) algorithms [4] are a family of margin-based online
learning algorithms that are specially suitable for adaptation tasks where a convenient
change in the value of the parameters of our models is desired after every sample is
presented to the system. The general idea is to learn a weight vector representing a hy-
perplane such that differences in quality also correspond to differences in the margin
of the instances to the hyperplane. The update is performed in a characteristic way by
trying to achieve at least a unit margin on the most recent example while remaining as
close as possible to the current hyperplane.
Different ways to apply the PA framework to statistical machine translation (SMT)
are analised. SMT systems use mathematical models to describe the translation task
and to estimate the probability of translating a source sentence x into a target sentence
y. Recently, a direct modelling of the posterior probability Pr(x | y) has been widely
adopted. To this purpose, different authors [11, 8] propose the use of the so-called log-










where hm(x,y) is a score function representing an important feature for the translation
of x into y, M is the number of models (or features) and λm are the weights of the
log-linear combination. s(x,y) is a score representing how good x translates into y.
Common feature functions hm(x,y) include different translation models (TM), but
also distortion models or even the target language model. h(·|·) and λ are estimated by
means of training and development sets, respectively.
In order to capture context information, phrase-based models [16] were introduced,
widely outperforming single word models [3]. The main idea is to segment source sen-
tence x into phrases (i.e. word sequences), and then to translate each source phrase
x̃k ∈ x into a target phrase ỹk. Those models were employed throughout this work.
Adjusting both h or λ leads to an important problem in SMT: whenever the text to
be translated belongs to a different domain than the training corpora, translation quality
diminishes significantly [3]. For this reason, the problem of adaptation is very common
in SMT, where the objective is to improve the performance of systems trained and tuned
on out-of-domain data by using very limited amounts of in-domain data.
Adapting a system to changing tasks is specially interesting in the Computer As-
sisted Translation (CAT) [2] and Interactive Machine Translation (IMT) paradigms [1],
where the collaboration of a human translator is essential to ensure high quality results.
Here, the SMT system proposes a hypothesis to a human translator, who may amend
the hypothesis to obtain an acceptable translation, and after that expects the system to
learn from its own errors, so that it is not necessary to correct the same error again.
The challenge is then to make the best use of every correction provided by adapting the
system online, i.e. without performing a complete retraining which is too costly.
In this work, the performance of PA with two adaptation strategies is analysed,
namely feature vector and scaling factor adaptation, with the purpose of using feedback
information to improve subsequent translations in a sentence-by-sentence basis.
Similar work is briefly detailed in the following Section. PA algorithms are reviewed
in Section 3. Their application to SMT is described in Section 4. Experiments conducted
are analysed in Section 5, and conclusions and future work are listed in Section 6.
2 Related Work
In [10], an online learning application is presented for IMT, incrementally updating
model parameters by means of an incremental version of the Expectation-Maximisation
algorithm and allowing for the inclusion of new phrase pairs. We propose the use of a
dynamic reranking algorithm which is applied to a nbest list, regardless of its origin. In
addition, in [10], only h is adapted, whereas here we also analyse the adaptation of λ.
In [13] the authors propose the use of the PA framework [4] for updating the feature
functions h. The obtained improvements were very limited, since adapting h is a very
sparse problem. Hence, in the present paper, the adaptation of the λ will be compared
to the adaptation of h, which is shown in [14] to be a good adaptation strategy. In [14],
the authors propose the use of a Bayesian learning technique in order to adapt the scal-
ing factors based on an adaptation set. In contrast, our purpose is to perform online
adaptation, i.e. to adapt system parameters after each new sample has been provided.
Another difference between [13] and the present work is that they propose to model
the user feedback by means of BLEU score [12], which is quite commonly used in SMT.
Such score measures precision of n-grams with a penalty for sentences that are too
short. However, BLEU is not well defined on the sentence level, since it implements a
geometric average which is zero whenever no common 4-gram exists between reference
and hypothesis. In the present work, we propose the use of TER [15] instead. TER is
similar to the word error rate criterion of speech recognition, but allowing shifts of
word sequences. TER is well defined on the sentence level, and, furthermore, in [15] it
is shown to correlate better with human judgement.
3 The passive-aggressive algorithm
PA [4] is a family of margin-based, on-line learning algorithms that update model pa-
rameters after each observation has been seen. In this case, PA is applied to a regression
problem, where target value µ̂(y)t ∈ R has to be predicted by the system for input
observation xt ∈ Rn at time t by using a linear regression function µ̂(y)t = wt · xt.
After every prediction, the true target value µ(y)t ∈ R is received and the system
suffers an instantaneous loss according to a sensitivity parameter ε:
lε(w; (x, µ(y))) =
{
0 if |w · x− µ(y)| ≤ ε
|w · x− µ(y)| − ε otherwise (2)
If the system’s error falls below ε, the loss suffered by the system is zero and the algo-
rithm remains passive, that is, wt+1 = wt. Otherwise, the loss grows linearly with the
error |µ̂(y)− µ(y)| and the algorithm aggressively forces an update of the parameters.
The idea behind the PA algorithm is to modify the parameter values of the regression
function so that it achieves a zero loss function on the current observation xt, while
remaining as close as possible to the previous weight vector wt. That is, formulated as





||w −wt||2 + Cξ2 s.t. lε(w; (x, µ(y))) = 0 (3)
where ξ2 is, according to the so-called PA Type-II, a squared slack variable scaled by
the aggressivity factor C. As in classification tasks, it is common to add a slack variable
into the optimisation problem to get more flexibility during the learning process.
It is only left to add the constraint together with a Lagrangian variable and set the
partial derivatives to zero to obtain the closed form of the update term. In Section 4, the
update term for every adaptation strategy (νt and λ̂t) is detailed.
4 Passive-aggressive in SMT
4.1 Feature vector adaptation
As described in [13], PA can be used for adapting the translation scores within state-of-
the-art TMs. First, we need to define hTM (x,y) as the combination of n TMs implicit








where hTM can be considered as a single feature function h in Eq. 1. Then, we can
study the effect of adapting the TMs in an online manner by adapting hTM . Although
there might be some reasons for adapting all the score functions h, in the present paper
we focus on analysing the effect of adapting only the TMs. By considering ∀m /∈ TM :







ut(x̃k, ỹk)hn(x̃k, ỹk) = ut(x,y)hTM (x,y),








Let y be the hypothesis proposed by the system, and y∗ the best hypothesis the
system is able to produce in terms of translation quality (i.e. the most similar sentence
with respect to reference translation proposed by the user yτ ). Ideally, we would like to
adapt the model parameters (be it λ or h) so that y∗ is rewarded.
We define the difference (or loss) in translation quality between the proposed hy-
pothesis y and the best hypothesis y∗ in terms of a given quality measure µ(·) :
l(y) = |µ(yτ ,y)− µ(yτ ,y∗)|, (6)
where the absolute value has been introduced in order to preserve generality, since in
SMT some of the quality measures used, such as TER [15], represent an error rate (i.e.
the lower the better), whereas others such as BLEU [12] measure precision (i.e. the
higher the better). The difference in probability between y and y∗ is proportional to
φ(y) = s(x,y∗)− s(x,y). (7)
Ideally, we would like that increases or decreases in l(·) correspond to increases or
decreases in φ(·), respectively: if a candidate hypothesis y has a translation quality µ(y)
which is very similar to the translation quality provided by µ(y∗), we would like that
such fact is reflected in the translation score s, i.e. s(x,y) is very similar to s(x,y∗).
The purpose of our online procedure should be to promote such correspondence after
processing sample t. The update step for ut(x,y) can be defined as ut+1(x,y) =
ut(x,y)+νt, where ut(x,y) is the update function learnt after observing the previous






||u− ut||2 + Cξ2
)
(8)
subject to constraint ut(x,y)Φt(y) ≥
√
l(y)−ξ, with Φt(y) = [φ(ỹ1), . . . , φ(ỹK)]′ ≈
hTM (x,y
∗) − hTM (x,y), since all the rest of score functions except hTM remain
constant and the only feature functions we intend to adapt are hTM . Then, the solution










4.2 Scaling factor adaptation
A coarse-grained technique for tackling with the online learning problem in SMT im-
plies adapting the log-linear weights λ. After the system has received the sentence yτt as
correct reference for an input sentence xt, the idea is to compute the best weight vector
λ̂t corresponding to the sentence pair observed at time t. Once λ̂t has been computed,
λt can be updated towards a new weight vector λt+1, for a certain learning rate α, as:
λt+1 = (1− α)λt + αλ̂t (10)






where Φt(y) = [φ1(y), . . . , φM (y)]′ = h(x,y∗)−h(x,y), including all feature func-




Several update conditions different to the ones described above have been explored in
this paper. The most obvious is to think that an update has to be performed every time
that the quality of a predicted hypothesis y is lower than the best possible hypothesis y∗t
in terms of a given quality measure µ. That is, when ∃y∗ : |µ(yt,y∗)− µ(yt,y)| > 0.
In feature vector adaptation, the key idea is to reward those phrases that appear in
y∗ but did not appear in y, and, symmetrically, to penalise phrases that appeared in y
but not in y∗. When adapting λ, the idea is to adjust the discriminative power of models
by means of shifting the value of their scaling factors towards the desired value.
5 Experiments
5.1 Experimental setup
Given that a true CAT scenario is very expensive for experimentation purposes, since
it requires a human translator to correct every hypothesis, we will be simulating such
scenario by using the reference present in the test set. However, such reference will be
fed one at a time, given that this would be the case in an online CAT process.
Translation quality will be assessed by means of BLEU and TER scores. It must be
noted that BLEU measures precision, i.e. the higher the better, whereas TER is an error
rate, i.e. the lower the better. As mentioned in Section 2, BLEU may often be zero for all
hypotheses, which means that y∗ is not always well defined and it may not be possible
to compute it. Such samples will not be considered within the online procedure.
As baseline system, we trained a SMT system on the Europarl [6] training data, in
the partition established in the Workshop on SMT of the NAACL 20091. Since our pur-
pose is to analyse the performance of the PA algorithm in an online adaptation scenario,
we also considered the use of the News Commentary (NC) test set of the 2009 ACL
1 http://www.statmt.org/wmt09/
Table 1. Characteristics of the Europarl corpus and NC09 test set. OoV stands for “Out of Vo-
cabulary” words, K for thousands of elements and M for millions of elements.
Es En Fr En De En
Training
Sentences 1.3M 1.2M 1.3M
Run. words 27.5M 26.6M 28.2M 25.6M 24.9M 26.2M
Vocabulary 125.8K 82.6K 101.3K 81.0K 264.9K 82.4K
Development
Sentences 2000 2000 2000
Run. words 60.6K 58.7K 67.3K 48.7K 55.1K 58.7K
OoV. words 164 99 99 104 348 103
NC 09 test
Sentences 2525 2051 2051
Run. words 68.1K 65.6K 72.7K 65.6K 62.7K 65.6K
OoV. words 1358 1229 1449 1247 2410 1247
shared task on SMT. Statistics are provided in Table 1. The open-source MT toolkit
Moses [7] was used in its default setup, and the 14 weights of the log-linear combina-
tion were estimated using MERT [9] on the Europarl development set. Additionally, an
interpolated 5-gram language model and Kneser-Ney smoothing [5] was estimated.
Experiments were performed on the English–Spanish, English–German and English–
French language pairs, in both directions and for NC test sets of 2008 and 2009. How-
ever, in this paper only the results for English → French are presented, for space rea-
sons. In addition, we only report results for the 2009 test set. Nevertheless, the results
presented here were found to be coherent in all experiments conducted.
As for the different parameters adjustable in the algorithms described in Section 4.1
and 4.2, they were set according to preliminary investigation to C → ∞ ( 1C = 0 was
used) in both approaches and α = 0.01 in scaling factor adaptation. Instead of using
the true best hypothesis, the best hypothesis within a given nbest(x) list was selected.
5.2 Experimental results
We analysed the performance of the different PA variations described in Section 4, both
in terms of BLEU and in terms of TER, and both for adapting h and λ. Results for
varying order of nbest can be seen in Fig. 1. Although the final scores are reported for
the whole test set, all experiments described here were performed following an online
CAT approach: each reference sentence was used for adapting the system parameters
after such sentence has been translated and its translation quality has been assessed.
It can be seen that the heuristic PA variation yields a small improvement when
optimising TER. However, such improvement is not mirrored when optimising BLEU,
and hence we assume it is not significant. It can also be seen that adapting λ leads to
consistently better performance than adapting h. Although adapting h provides much
more flexibility, we understand that adapting h is a very sparse problem.
The techniques analysed perform much better in terms of TER than in terms of
BLEU. Again, it is worth remembering that BLEU is not well defined at the sentence
level, and hence the fact that PA has more trouble using it was expected.
In Fig. 2, the evolution of TER throughout the whole test set is plotted for the adap-
tation of h and λ when setting the size of the nbest list to 1000. In this figure, average
TER scores up to the t-th sentence is considered. The reason for plotting average TER
is that plotting individual sentence TER scores would result in a very chaotic, unread-
able plot, as it can still be seen in the first 100 sentences. Again, in this Figure it also
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Fig. 1. Final BLEU and TER scores for the NC 2009 test set, English → French when adapting
feature functions h and when adapting scaling factors λ. PA stands for PA as described in Section






































Fig. 2. TER evolution and learning curves when adapting feature functions h and scaling fac-
tors λ, considering all 2525 sentences within the NC 2009 test set. So that the plots are clearly
distinguishable, only 1 every 15 points has been drawn.
Although it appears that the learning curves peak at about 1500 sentences, this find-
ing is not coherent throughout all experiments carried out, since such peak ranges from
300 to 2000 in other cases. This means that the particular shape of the learning curves
depends strongly on the chosen test set, and that the information that can be extracted
is only whether or not the algorithms implemented provide improvements.
One last consideration involves computation time. When adapting λ, implemented
procedures take about 100 seconds to rerank the complete test set, whereas in the case
of adapting h the time is about 25 minutes. We consider this fact important since in a
CAT scenario the user is waiting actively for the system to produce a hypothesis.
6 Conclusions and future work
The passive-aggressive algorithm has been analysed for its application in an online
scenario, adapting system parameters after each observation. Feedback information has
been included into an SMT system, increasing the perception of its own performance.
The passive-aggressive algorithm and a proposed heuristic variation have been ap-
plied to two tasks with different characteristics. Feature function adaptation is a sparse
problem in the order of thousands of parameters that need to be adapted, whereas the
scaling factor adaptation only has around 14 parameters to adapt. This might be one of
the reasons for the passive-aggressive algorithm to perform better in the latter task.
Two quality scores have also been used during the experiments and the behaviour
of the system allows us to extract one more conclusion. When optimising BLEU, the
performance of the algorithm is consistently lower than when optimising TER. We
believe that the reason for this is that BLEU is not well defined at the sentence level.
In future work, it would be interesting to observe the impact of smoothed quality
scores on the performance of the algorithms.
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